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(57) A communication system (1000) according to
the present invention includes a terminal (104); a first
base station (100) to which the terminal (104) is connect-
ed before movement; a second base station (103) to
which the terminal is connected after movement; and a
gateway device (105) that connects the first base station
(100) and the second base station (103) to an upper net-
work so that they are able to communicate with each
other. The first base station (100) transmits, to the second
base station, a first signal to request the second base
station to start the handover, the first signal including
transport information which has been used for downlink
data transmission by the gateway device (105) and the
first base station (100) communicating with the gateway
device (105) during a handover of the terminal (104). The
second base station (103) receives the first signal and
transmits, to the gateway device (105), a second signal
to request the gateway device to update the transport
information, the second signal including the transport in-
formation. The gateway device (105) receives the second
signal and hands over the transport information of the
first base station (100) to a communication with the sec-
ond base station (103).
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a communica-
tion system, a base station, a gateway device, a base
station control method, and a gateway device control
method, and more particularly, to a handover of a base
station.

Background Art

[0002] A small base station (femtocell) which is called
an HNB (Home Node B: home base station) and is as-
sumed to be used, for example, at home has been stud-
ied. A femtocell is, for example, a micro/low-power indoor
base station which covers an area within a radius of sev-
eral meters to several tens of meters and is used for
mobile communication services. A radio wave from a
macrocell may not reach some locations such as indoors.
The femtocell is an indoor base station for constructing
a stable radio communication environment for an area in
which the communication environment is poor and radio
waves from macrocell stations do not reach. In the near
future, it is expected that a large number of femtocells
(HNBs) will be subordinate to a macrocell.
[0003] Since the femtocell (HNB) covers a small area,
when a mobile station is moving, handover occurs more
frequently in the femtocell than in the macrocell. Accord-
ingly, a smooth handover control for the femtocell (HNB)
is important. 3GPP (Third Generation Partnership
Project) presents communication using a logical inter-
face called Iurh for a handover between HNBs. Non Pat-
ent Literature 3 relating to the 3GPP defines Iurh Interface
for performing communication by RNSAP (Radio Net-
work Subsystem Application Part) Signalling between
HNBs.
[0004] Non Patent Literature 1 to 9 disclose femtocells
(HNBs) that perform communication via Iurh Interface.
Patent Literature 1 presents a data transmission method
for reducing data transmission paths for femtocells.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0005] [Patent Literature 1] Published Japanese
Translation of PCT International Publication for Patent
Application, No. 2012-521710

Non Patent Literature

[0006]

[Non Patent Literature 1] 3GPP TS25.413 Ver.11.2.0
[Non Patent Literature 2] 3GPP TS25.423 Ver.11.4.0
[Non Patent Literature 3] 3GPP TS25.467 Ver.11.1.0
[Non Patent Literature 4] 3GPP TS25.468 Ver.11.1.0

[Non Patent Literature 5] 3GPP TS25.469 Ver.11.1.0
[Non Patent Literature 6] 3GPP TS25.471 Ver.11.1.0
[Non Patent Literature 7] 3GPP TS36.300 Ver.11.4.0
[Non Patent Literature 8] 3GPP TS36.307 Ver.11.2.0
[Non Patent Literature 9] 3GPP TS36.423 Ver.11.3.0

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0007] Patent Literature 1 does not present any tech-
nique for reducing failures of a handover between HNBs.
Non Patent Literature 1, Non Patent Literature 2, Non
Patent Literature 3, Non Patent Literature 5, and Non
Patent Literature 6 disclose a handover between HNBs
which are connected via Iurh. However, in the handover
between HNBs connected via Iurh as disclosed in the
above-mentioned patent literature, transport layer Infor-
mation which has been used for DL (DownLink) by a
Source HNB (source base station) is not transmitted to
a Target HNB (target base station).
[0008] As a result, when the Target HNB transmits a
DL transport information message to an HNB-GW (Home
NodeB-GateWay), the transport layer information, which
is a mandatory parameter for the DL that has been used
by the Source HNB, cannot be properly set, which may
cause a failure of the handover between the HNBs.
[0009] It is an object of the present invention to provide
a communication system, a base station, a gateway de-
vice, a base station control method, and a gateway device
control method which are capable of reducing failures of
a handover between HNBs and capable of continuing
communication.

Solution to Problem

[0010] A first exemplary aspect of the present invention
is a communication system including: a terminal; a first
base station to which the terminal is connected before
movement; a second base station to which the terminal
is connected after movement; and a gateway device that
connects the first base station and the second base sta-
tion to an upper network so that they are able to commu-
nicate with each other. The first base station transmits,
to the second base station, a first signal to request the
second base station to start a handover, the first signal
including transport information which has been used for
data downlink data transmission by the gateway device
and the first base station communicating with the gate-
way device during a handover of the terminal. The second
base station receives the first signal and transmits, to the
gateway device, a second signal to request the gateway
device to update the transport information, the second
signal including the transport information. The gateway
device receives the second signal and hands over the
transport information of the first base station to a com-
munication with the second base station.
[0011] A second exemplary aspect of the present in-
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vention is a base station including transmission means
for transmitting, when a handover occurs during commu-
nication with a terminal, a first signal to a second base
station, the first signal requesting the second base station
to start the handover and including transport information
which has been used for downlink data transmission by
the base station and the gateway device.
[0012] A third exemplary aspect of the present inven-
tion is a base station including: reception means for re-
ceiving, when a handover of a terminal communicating
with a first base station occurs, a first signal for requesting
to start the handover, the first signal including transport
information which has been used for downlink data trans-
mission by the first base station and a gateway device;
and transmission means for transmitting, to the gateway
device, a second signal to request the gateway device
to update the transport information, the second signal
including the transport information.
[0013] A fourth exemplary aspect of the present inven-
tion is a gateway device including: reception means for
receiving, when a handover of a terminal communicating
with a first base station occurs, a second signal for re-
questing to update transport information, the second sig-
nal being transmitted from a second base station and
including the transport information which has been used
for downlink data transmission by the first base station
and the gateway device; and handover means for hand-
ing over the transport information to a communication
with the second base station.
[0014] A fifth exemplary aspect of the present invention
is a method for controlling a base station, including: re-
ceiving, when a handover of a terminal communication
with a first base station occurs, a first signal for requesting
to start the handover, the first signal including transport
information which has been used for downlink data trans-
mission by the first base station and a gateway device;
and transmitting, to the gateway device, a second signal
to request the gateway device to update the transport
information, the second signal including the transport in-
formation.
[0015] A sixth exemplary aspect of the present inven-
tion is a method for controlling a gateway device, includ-
ing: receiving, when a handover of a terminal communi-
cating with a first base station occurs, a second signal
for requesting to update transport information, the sec-
ond signal being transmitted from a second base station
and including the transport information which has been
used for downlink data transmission by the first base sta-
tion and the gateway device; and handing over the trans-
port information to a communication with the second
base station.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0016] According to the present invention, it is possible
to provide a communication system, a base station, a
gateway device, a base station control method, and a
gateway device control method which are capable of re-

ducing failures of a handover between HNBs and capable
of continuing communication.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0017]

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing a configuration of a com-
munication system 1000 according to a first exem-
plary embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a configuration of
HNBs 100 and 103 according to the first exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing a configuration of
an HNB-GW 105 according to the first exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 4 is a diagram showing RAB handover elements
of the HNB 100 that are transmitted from the HNB
100 to the HNB 103 according to the first exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 5 is a table showing configurations of parame-
ters added to RANAP Enhanced Relocation Infor-
mation Request in the first exemplary embodiment
of the present invention;
Fig. 6 is a sequence diagram showing a process be-
tween HNBs in which an HNBAP: TNL UPDATE RE-
QUEST message is transmitted from the HNB 103
to the HNB-GW 105 when a terminal 104 performs
a handover from the HNB 100 to the HNB 103;
Fig. 7 is a diagram showing transport information
elements of the HNB 103 that are transmitted from
the HNB 103 to the HNB-GW 105 according to a
second exemplary embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
Fig. 8 is a table in which a parameter of Old Transport
info Invalid indicator is added to an HNBAP: TNL
UPDATE REQUEST message according to the sec-
ond exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 9 is a sequence diagram showing a process in
which the HNB 103 transmits the HNBAP: TNL UP-
DATE REQUEST message to the HNB-GW 105 ac-
cording to the second exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 10 is a table in which Transport Layer Address
and Iu Transport Association are added to RNSAP
Enhanced Relocation Request as Source Side Iu DL
TNL Information according to a third exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 11 is a table in which Transport Layer Address
and Iu Transport Association are added to an RNA:
CONNECT message as Source Side Iu DL TNL In-
formation according to a fourth exemplary embodi-
ment of the present invention;
Fig. 12 is a table in which RAB ID, Old Transport
Info, and New Transport Info are added in an RAB
List when a Target HNB transmits an HNBAP Relo-
cation Complete message to an HNB-GW according
to a twelfth exemplary embodiment of the present
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invention;
Fig. 13 is a diagram showing Iurh Interface for com-
munication between an HNB and an HNB-GW;
Fig. 14 is a sequence diagram showing a handover
process between HNBs disclosed in Non Patent Lit-
erature 3; and
Fig. 15 is a diagram showing Transport Layer Ad-
dresses used for a handover between HNBs con-
nected via Iurh.

Description of Embodiments

[0018] Matters studied by the present inventor to
achieve the present invention will now be described. Non
Patent Literature 3 defines Iuh Interface as a standard
interface for communication between an HNB (small
base station) and an HNB-GW (gateway device). Iurh
Interface is presented as an interface for communication
between HNBs. The Iuh and Iurh interfaces will be de-
scribed below.

1. Iuh Interface

[0019] In a handover between HNBs, the HNBs trans-
mit, to the HNB-GW, an HNBAP (Home Node B Appli-
cation Protocol): TNL (Transport Network Layer) UP-
DATE REQUEST/RESPONSE message for updating
transport layer information, and an HNBAP: Relocation
Complete message indicating the completion of a hando-
ver, by using Iuh Interface. HNBAP (Home Node B Ap-
plication Protocol), RANAP (Radio Access Network Ap-
plication Part), RUA (RANAP User Adaptation), and
SABP (Service Area Broadcast Protocol) are used for
Iuh Interface. In other words, the HNBs use Iuh Interface
to communicate with the HNB-GW (see Annex B in Non
Patent Literature 3).

2. Iurh Interface

[0020] HNBs transmit and receive data using connec-
tion-oriented or connectionless data transfer between the
HNBs via Iurh Interface. In a handover between HNBs,
the HNBs transmit and receive RNA (RNSAP (Radio Net-
work Subsystem Application Part) User Adaption) Con-
nect/Transfer/Disconnect message by using Iurh Inter-
face. The RNA message can carry RNSAP message.
RNSAP (Radio Network Subsystem Application Part)
and RNA (RNSAP User Adaption) are used for Iurh In-
terface. In other words, an HNB uses Iurh Interface to
communicate with another HNB (see Annex B in Non
Patent Literature 3).
[0021] Fig. 13 is a diagram showing Iurh Interface for
communication between an HNB and an HNB-GW. As
shown in Fig. 13, the Iurh Interface has two connection
methods, i.e., Direct Iurh and Indirect Iurh. Direct Iurh is
a connection method for directly connecting Iurh between
HNBs. Indirect Iurh is a method for establishing an Iurh
connection between HNBs via the HNB-GW, or a con-

nection method for establishing an Iurh connection be-
tween HNBs via an SeGW (Security Gateway) (See An-
nex B in Non Patent Literature 3).
[0022] Fig. 14 is a sequence diagram showing a
handover process between HNBs disclosed in Non Pat-
ent Literature 3. Hereinafter, a Source HNB is referred
to as an HNB 100 and a Target HNB is referred to as an
HNB 103, as needed.
[0023] In step 1, the HNB 100 transmits an RNA CON-
NECT message to the HNB 103. The RNA Connect mes-
sage includes, for example, Message Type, Transaction
ID, Cause value, Permanent NAS UE Identity, and RAN-
AP Enhanced Relocation Information Request. The
RANAP Enhanced Relocation Information Request in-
cludes, for example, Message Type, Source RNC To Tar-
get RNC Transparent Container, and RABs (Radio Ac-
cess Bearer) To Be Setup List.
[0024] In step 2a, the HNB 103 requests the HNB-GW
to update TNL (Transport Network Layer) information
(transport information). Accordingly, a message for
transmitting an HNBAP: TNL UPDATE REQUEST mes-
sage to the HNB-GW includes Message Type, Context-
ID, RAB (Radio Access Bearer) List, and Update Cause.
Note that an RAB List IE (Information Element) includes
RAB ID, Old Transport Info, New Transport Info, and CN
Domain Indicator.
[0025] In step 2b, the HNB-GW transmits an HNBAP:
TNL UPDATE RESPONSE message to the HNB 103.
The message includes, for example, Message Type and
Context-ID. Step 3 and subsequent steps are not directly
associated with this exemplary embodiment, and thus
the description thereof will be omitted. In step 1, the
Source HNB 100 transmits the transport layer information
to the Target HNB 103, but does not transmit DL transport
layer information which has been used by the HNB 100.
[0026] In step 2a, the HNB 103 notifies the HNB-GW
that DL data transmitted from the HNB-GW is transmitted
to the HNB 103 from the HNB 100. Accordingly, it is nec-
essary for the HNB 103 to transmit, to the HNB-GW, the
DL transport layer information on the HNB 103 and the
transport layer information which has been used for the
DL by the HNB 100. However, since the HNB 103 cannot
learn the transport layer information on the HNB 100, the
HNB 103 cannot transmit, to the HNB-GW, the transport
layer information which has been used for the DL by the
HNB 100.
[0027] Fig. 15 is a diagram showing Transport Layer
Addresses used for a handover between HNBs connect-
ed via Iurh. The Transport Layer Address is abbreviated
as TL Address in Fig. 15. Fig. 15 shows the Transport
Layer Address used by HNBs in a handover between the
HNBs. When the HNB 100 and an HNB-GW 105 are
connected, the HNB 100 uses UL Transport Layer Ad-
dress#2 of the HNB-GW 105 and DL Transport Layer
Address#1 of the HNB 100.
[0028] The RANAP Enhanced Relocation Information
Request, which is the RNA Connect message transmit-
ted from the HNB 100 to the HNB 103, includes the UL
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Transport Layer Address#2 of the HNB-GW that is trans-
mitted to the HNB-GW from the HNB 100. However, the
HNB 100 does not include, in the RANAP Enhanced Re-
location Information Request, the Transport Layer Ad-
dress#1 of the Source HNB 100 which has been used
for the DL. Further, the HNB 100 notifies the HNB 103
of Transport Layer Address#4 used for data forwarding
(data transfer) between the HNBs. In the above-men-
tioned process, the HNB 103 does not learn the Transport
Layer Address#1 of the HNB 100.
[0029] After that, the HNB 103 transmits, to the HNB-
GW, the HNBAP: TNL UPDATE REQUEST in which
Transport Layer Addresses used for DL data transmis-
sion are included in Old Transport Info and New Trans-
port Info, respectively. However, since the HNB 103 does
not learn the Transport Layer Address#1 of the HNB 100,
the HNB 103 cannot set a correct value for Old Transport
InfoIE. Additionally, there is a problem that the HNB-GW
cannot verify a change from any one of DL Transport
Layer Addresses to the Transport Layer Address of the
Target HNB 103.
[0030] As a result, in the handover between the HNBs,
the HNB-GW cannot properly set mandatory parameters
and thus cannot verify a change from any one of the DL
Transport Layer Addresses to the Transport Layer Ad-
dress of the Target HNB. This may cause a failure of the
handover between the HNBs. The present invention has
been made in view of the above-mentioned problems.

First Exemplary Embodiment

[0031] In a communication system 1000 according to
this exemplary embodiment, during a handover (H/O) be-
tween HNBs using Iurh Interface between HNBs, a
Source HNB 100 (first base station) transmits information
about the Source HNB 100 to a Target HNB 103 (second
base station). Specifically, in a case where the Source
HNB 100 receives data from an HNB-GW 105 (gateway
device), the Source HNB 100 receives DL transport layer
information. In this case, during the handover, the Source
HNB 100 transmits, to the Target HNB 103, the DL trans-
port layer information (transport information) which has
been used for downlink data transmission.
[0032] Further, in the communication system 1000, the
Target HNB 103 transmits, to the HNB-GW 105, the DL
transport layer information which has been used by the
Source HNB 100. The HNB-GW 105 is configured to
properly hand over the DL transport layer information for
the Source HNB 100 to the DL transport layer information
for the Target HNB 103 in the Iurh handover.
[0033] Fig. 1 is a diagram showing the configuration of
the communication system 1000 according to the first
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. The
communication system 1000 includes the HNB 100, the
HNB 103, the HNB-GW 105, and a terminal 104. The
HNB 100 and the HNB 103 are HNBs having an interface
to exchange cell information and handover information
about UE (User Equipment) in the handover between the

HNBs. The HNB 100 and the HNB 103 communicate with
each other via the Iurh Interface.
[0034] The HNB-GW 105 communicates with the HNB
100 and the HNB 103 via the Iuh Interface, and controls
and manages the connection with the HNBs. The HNB-
GW 105 connects the HNB 100 and the HNB 103 to an
upper network so that they are able to communicate with
each other. The HNB-GW 105 also includes an interface.
The terminal 104 is a mobile terminal (mobile station)
that performs radio communication with the HNB 100 and
the HNB 103. A cell 101 which is controlled by the HNB
100 and a cell 102 which is controlled by the HNB 103
are adjacent to each other. In this case, Iurh Interface is
used as an interface between the HNBs. That is, the com-
munication system 1000 is a system in which radio com-
munication is established among the HNBs 100 and 103,
the HNB-GW 105, and the terminal 104.
[0035] Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing the configu-
ration of the HNBs 100 and 103 according to the first
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. The
HNBs 100 and 103 each include a radio communication
processing unit 200, an inter-base-station message
processing unit 201, an HNB-GW 202 communication
unit, and database means 203. The radio communication
processing unit 200 transmits information to the terminal
104 and receives information from the terminal 104. In
other words, the radio communication processing unit
200 serves as transmission means for transmitting infor-
mation to the terminal 104 and as reception means for
receiving information from the terminal 104.
[0036] The inter-HNB message processing unit 201
transmits and receives handover information necessary
for a handover. In other words, the inter-HNB message
processing unit 201 serves as transmission means for
transmitting information to the HNBs and as reception
means for receiving information from the HNBs.
[0037] The HNB-GW communication unit 202 trans-
mits and receives handover information necessary for
performing a handover with the HNB-GW 105 by using
the Iuh Interface. In other words, the HNB-GW commu-
nication unit 202 serves as transmission means for trans-
mitting information to the HNB-GW 105 and as reception
means for receiving information from the HNB-GW 105.
[0038] In the database means 203, terminal informa-
tion stored in the database means and HNB information
on the corresponding HNB are updated as needed by
the inter-HNB message processing unit and the HNB-
GW communication unit.
[0039] Fig. 3 is block diagram showing the configura-
tion of the HNB-GW 105 according to the first exemplary
embodiment of the present invention. The HNB-GW 105
includes handover means 300, HNB communication
means 301, and database means 302. The HNB com-
munication means 301 transmits information to the HNBs
100 and 103 and receives information from the HNBs
100 and 103. The HNB-GW 105 also transmits and re-
ceives handover information necessary for performing a
handover with the HNBs 100 and 103 by using the Iuh
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Interface.
[0040] In other words, the HNB communication means
301 serves as transmission means for transmitting infor-
mation to the HNBs 100 and 103 and as reception means
for receiving information from the HNBs 100 and 103.
The handover means 300 switches the communication
destination HNB of the HNB communication means 301
during the handover based on the handover information.
In the database means 302, the stored terminal informa-
tion and the HNB-GW information of the corresponding
HNB are updated as needed by the HNB communication
means 301.
[0041] Fig. 4 is a diagram showing RAB handover in-
formation elements of the HNB 100 that are transmitted
from the HNB 100 to the HNB 103 and are included in
RANAP Enhanced Relocation Information Request ac-
cording to the first exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
[0042] The RAB handover information elements trans-
mitted from the HNB 100 to the HNB 103 are as follows.

- RAB information on the HNB 100
- Transport layer information on the HNB 100

[0043] Fig. 5 is a table showing configurations of pa-
rameters added to the RANAP Enhanced Relocation In-
formation Request in this exemplary embodiment. In this
exemplary embodiment, Source Side Iu DL TNL Infor-
mation IE is added in an IE as DL transport layer infor-
mation. In this exemplary embodiment, the IE includes
UL transport information of the HNB-GW 105 that is trans-
mitted from the HNB 100 to the HNB-GW.
[0044] That is, the Source Side Iu DL TNL Information
IE that is transmitted from the HNB 100 to the HNB 103
in the first exemplary embodiment is defined as an IE
different from the Source Side Iu UL TNL Information IE
of the 3GPP. The RANAP Enhanced Relocation Infor-
mation Request according to the first exemplary embod-
iment is referred to as a first signal. Note that the infor-
mation to be transmitted from the Source HNB 100 to the
Target HNB 103 may be included in any one of RNA,
RNSAP, and RANAP messages.

Explanation of Processing of First Exemplary Embodi-
ment

[0045] Processing of the communication system 1000
according to the first exemplary embodiment will be de-
scribed below. In the following description, the compo-
nents of the HNB 100 are denoted using a reference sym-
bol "a" and the components of the HNB 103 are denoted
using a reference symbol "b" in order to distinguish the
components of the HNB 100 from the components of the
HNB 103.
[0046] A process in Direct Iurh connection between the
HNB 100 and the HNB 103 according to the exemplary
embodiment as described below corresponds to RNA
Connect message (step 1) during the handover between

the HNBs shown in Fig. 14. Specifically, during the
handover, the HNB 100 transmits, to the HNB 103, the
RANAP Enhanced Relocation Information Request (first
signal) to request the HNB 103 to start the handover.
[0047] Fig. 6 is a sequence diagram showing the proc-
ess between the HNBs in which an HNBAP: TNL UP-
DATE REQUEST message (second signal) to request
the HNB-GW 105 to update the transport information is
transmitted from the HNB 103 to the HNB-GW 105 when
the terminal 104 performs a handover from the HNB 100
to the HNB 103.
[0048] The HNB 100 communicates with the terminal
104 through a radio communication processing unit
200a. The terminal 104 moves to a position within the
range of the cell 102 from a position within the range of
the cell 101. The terminal 104 needs to hand over the
communication destination from the HNB 100 to the HNB
103.
[0049] During the handover, in an inter-HNB message
processing unit 201a of the Source HNB 100, database
means 203a reads out the DL transport layer information
(transport information) on the Source HNB 100. The inter-
HNB message processing unit 201a of the HNB 100
transmits an RNA: Connect message to the HNB 103
(S011). At this time, the RNA CONNECT message in-
cludes the RANAP Enhanced Relocation Information Re-
quest (first signal) as shown in Fig. 5. In this case, the
inter-HNB message processing unit 201a transmits the
RANAP Enhanced Relocation Information Request (first
signal) including the Source Side Iu DL TNL Information
IE information (transport information) to the HNB 103.
[0050] A message processing unit 201b of the HNB
103 receives the RANAP Enhanced Relocation Informa-
tion Request in which the Source Side Iu DL TNL Infor-
mation IE information is added. The message processing
unit 201b of the HNB 103 stores the Source Side Iu DL
TNL Information IE (transport information) in database
means 203b. An HNB-GW communication unit 202b of
the HNB 103 reads out the Source Side Iu DL TNL Infor-
mation IE (transport information) from the database
means 203b. The HNB-GW communication unit 202b of
the HNB 103 transmits an HNBAP: TNL UPDATE RE-
QUEST (second signal) to the HNB-GW 105 (S012).
[0051] At this time, the HNB-GW communication unit
202b of the HNB 103 transmits the HNBAP: TNL UP-
DATE REQUEST message (second signal) including the
Source Side Iu DL TNL Information IE (transport infor-
mation). The HNB communication means 301 of the
HNB-GW 105 receives the HNBAP: TNL UPDATE RE-
QUEST (second signal) including the Source Side Iu DL
TNL Information IE. The HNB communication means 301
of the HNB-GW 105 stores the DL transport layer infor-
mation in the database means 302. By this process, the
HNB-GW 105 hands over the DL transport layer infor-
mation for the Source HNB 100 as the DL transport layer
information for the Target HNB 103.
[0052] The HNB communication means 301 of the
HNB-GW 105 transmits an HNBAP: TNL UPDATE RE-
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SPONSE message to the HNB 103. In the subsequent
process (corresponding to step 3 and subsequent steps
shown in Fig. 14), the handover means 300 of the HNB-
GW 105 reads out the DL transport layer information from
the database means 302 and switches the communica-
tion destination of the HNB communication means 301
from the HNB 100 to the HNB 103 based on the DL trans-
port layer information for the HNB 100. The HNB 103
communicates with the terminal 104 through a radio com-
munication processing unit 200b based on the DL trans-
port layer information for the HNB 100, and the handover
ends.

Explanation of Advantageous Effects

[0053] As described above, in the communication sys-
tem 1000 according to the first exemplary embodiment
of the present invention, the HNB 100 transmits the
Source Side Iu DL TNL Information (first signal) to the
HNB 103, thereby enabling the handover of the DL trans-
port layer information between the HNBs. Further, in the
communication system 1000, the HNBs can properly set
the DL transport layer information in the HNB-GW 105,
thereby making it possible to reduce failures of the hando-
ver between the HNBs. Furthermore, in the communica-
tion system 1000, the HNB-GW 105 can verify a change
from any one of the DL Transport Layer Addresses to
the Transport Layer Address of the Target HNB 103.

Second Exemplary Embodiment

[0054] As descried above regarding the matters re-
viewed by the present inventor, in step 2a shown in Fig.
14, the HNB 103 transmits, to the HNB-GW, the HNBAP:
TNL UPDATE REQUEST in which Transport Layer Ad-
dresses used for DL data transmission are included in
Old Transport Info and New Transport Info, respectively.
Old Transport Layer IE is a mandatory parameter.
[0055] However, if the HNB 100 does not transmit, to
the Target HNB 103, the transport layer information
which has been used for the DL of the HNB 100, the HNB
103 does not learn the transport layer information on the
HNB 100 in the HNBAP message, and thus cannot set
a correct value for Old Transport InfoIE.
[0056] If the Source HNB 100 transmits incorrect DL
transport layer information on the Source HNB 100 to the
HNB-GW 105, the HNB-GW 105 may set incorrect DL
transport layer information.
[0057] In this case, the HNB 103 cannot receive the
DL data transferred from the HNB-GW 105 to the HNB
100. Further, the terminal that performs a handover from
the HNB 100 to the HNB 103 may be disconnected from
the service used in the HNB 100, and thus may not use
the service continuously.
[0058] A case where the Target HNB 103 transmits the
HNBAP message to the HNB-GW 105 during a handover
between the HNBs which communicate with each other
via the Iurh Interface will be considered. During the

handover between the HNBs disclosed in Non Patent
Literature 3, the Target HNB transmits the HNBAP: TNL
UPDATE REQUEST message to the HNB-GW (step 2
shown in Fig. 14). The HNBAP is a control protocol for
the HNB network over the Iuh Interface.
[0059] The HNBAP protocol provides the following
functions.

- Registration of HNB-GW and HNB
- Identification of HNB
- Registration of HNB-GW and UE through HNB

[0060] Processing of the communication system 1000
according to this exemplary embodiment corresponds to
transmission of the HNBAP: TNL UPDATE REQUEST
(step 2a shown in Fig. 14) between the HNBs and the
HNB-GW as shown in Fig. 14. The communication sys-
tem 1000 according to this exemplary embodiment is
configured to be able to change the HNBAP message to
be transmitted from the Target HNB 103 to the HNB-GW
105.
[0061] In this exemplary embodiment, the communi-
cation system 1000 sets an Invalid indicator to disable
setting of the transport layer information, to thereby elim-
inate the need for the Target HNB 103 to set, in the HNB-
GW 105, the transport layer information which has been
used by the Source HNB 100. Then the HNB 103 disables
the DL transport layer information and transmits the dis-
abled information to the HNB-GW 105.
[0062] Specifically, configuration information: Invalid
indicator to disable setting of the DL transport layer in-
formation on the Source HNB 100 is added to the HNBAP
TNL UPDATE REQUEST message (second signal) to
be transmitted from the Target HNB 103 to the HNB-GW
105, and the HNBAP message including the configura-
tion information is transmitted.
[0063] In other words, while the Target HNB 103 trans-
mits, to the HNB-GW 105, the transport layer information
on the Source HNB 100, the Target HNB 103 sets the
configuration information: Invalid indicator to disable set-
ting of the transport layer information on the Source HNB
100 that is a mandatory parameter, and transmits the set
information to the HNB-GW 105.
[0064] Fig. 7 is a diagram showing transport informa-
tion elements of the HNB 103 that are transmitted to the
HNB-GW 105 from the HNB 103 according to the second
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 8
is a table in which a configuration information parameter
of Old Transport info Invalid indicator is added to the HN-
BAP: TNL UPDATE REQUEST message (second sig-
nal) according to the second exemplary embodiment of
the present invention.
[0065] Information elements to be transmitted from the
HNB 103 to the HNB-GW 105 are as follows.

- RAB information on the terminal 104
- Invalid indicator to eliminate the need for setting the

Transport Layer Address of the HNB 100
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Explanation of Processing

[0066] Processing of the communication system 1000
according to the second exemplary embodiment will be
described. As shown in Fig. 8, when the HNB 103 trans-
mits the HNBAP: TNL UPDATE REQUEST message
(second signal) to the HNB-GW 105, the HNB 103 adds
new configuration information to the HNBAP message
to be transmitted.
[0067] Fig. 9 is a sequence diagram showing a process
in which the HNB 103 transmits the HNBAP: TNL UP-
DATE REQUEST message to the HNB-GW 105 accord-
ing to the second exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
[0068] During a handover of the terminal 104 from the
Source HNB 100 to the Target HNB 103, when the
Source HNB 100 does not transmit, to the Target HNB
103, the transport layer information which has been used
for the DL of the Source HNB 100, the Target HNB 103
does not receive the transport layer information which
has been used for the DL of the Source HNB 100.
[0069] The inter-HNB message processing unit 201b
of the Source HNB 103 reads out HNBAP TNL UPDATE
Request message information on the Source HNB 103
from the database means 203b. The inter-HNB message
processing unit 201b of the HNB 103 transmits, to the
HNB-GW 105, the HNBAP TNL UPDATE Request mes-
sage (second signal) of the HNB 103 including the con-
figuration information of Old Transport info Invalid indi-
cator (S101).
[0070] The HNB communication means 301 of the
HNB-GW 105 receives the HNBAP TNL UPDATE Re-
quest message (second signal). The HNB communica-
tion means 301 of the HNB-GW 105 stores the HNBAP
TNL UPDATE Request message information including
the configuration information of Old Transport info Invalid
indicator in the database means 302. The HNB commu-
nication means 301 of the HNB-GW 105 transmits the
HNBAP: TNL UPDATE RESPONSE message (third sig-
nal) to the HNB 103.
[0071] In the subsequent process (corresponding to
step 3 and subsequent steps shown in Fig. 14), the
handover means 300 of the HNB-GW 105 reads out, from
the database means 302, the DL transport layer informa-
tion on the HNB 100 currently communicating therewith,
and switches the communication destination of the HNB
communication means 301 from the HNB 100 to the HNB
103 based on the DL transport layer information.
[0072] The HNB-GW 105 transmits the DL data from
the HNB 100 to the HNB 103. The HNB 103 hands over
the communication with the terminal 104 through the ra-
dio communication processing unit 200b. The HNB 103
communicates with the terminal 104 through the radio
communication processing unit 200b, and the handover
ends.

Explanation of Advantageous Effects

[0073] As described above, the DL transport layer in-
formation which has been used by the Source HNB 100
is not transmitted from the Source HNB 100 to the Target
HNB 103 in some cases during a handover. On the other
hand, the communication system 1000 according to this
exemplary embodiment sets the configuration informa-
tion: Old Transport info Invalid indicator, thereby enabling
the handover between the HNBs using the Iurh Interface
without setting the DL transport layer information on the
Source HNB 100.

Third Exemplary Embodiment

[0074] In this exemplary embodiment, as shown in Fig.
10, Transport Layer Address and Iu Transport Associa-
tion may be set as Source Side Iu DL TNL Information
in an RNSAP Enhanced Relocation Request (first signal).
The processing of the communication system 1000 is
similar to that of the first exemplary embodiment.

Fourth Exemplary Embodiment

[0075] In this exemplary embodiment, as shown in Fig.
11, Transport Layer Address and Iu Transport Associa-
tion may be added and set as Source Side Iu DL TNL
Information in an RNA: CONNECT message. The
processing of the communication system 1000 is similar
to that of the first exemplary embodiment.

Fifth Exemplary Embodiment

[0076] In this exemplary embodiment, DL transport
layer information on the Source HNB 100 may be handed
over by Indirect Iurh Interface between HNBs via the
HNB-GW 105 and an SeGW. The processing of the com-
munication system 1000 is similar to that of the first ex-
emplary embodiment.

Sixth Exemplary Embodiment

[0077] In this exemplary embodiment, Old Transport
Info of an HNBAP: TNL UPDATE REQUEST (DL trans-
port layer information which has been used by the HNB
100) may be changed from a mandatory parameter to an
option parameter, and the DL transport layer information
may not be set. The processing of the communication
system 1000 is similar to that of the second exemplary
embodiment.

Seventh Exemplary Embodiment

[0078] In this exemplary embodiment, Old Transport
info Invalid indicator may be added in an RUA message
(Non Patent Literature 4) for encapsulating and transfer-
ring an RANAP message between the HNB and the HNB-
GW. The processing of the communication system 1000
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is similar to that of the second exemplary embodiment.

Eighth Exemplary Embodiment

[0079] In this exemplary embodiment, the processing
that is performed during a handover between HNBs may
also be performed during a handover from the HNB to
other radio base stations (eNB, HeNB, Donor eNB, Relay
Node, RNC, etc.). The processing of the communication
system 1000 is similar to that of the first and second em-
bodiments.

Ninth Exemplary Embodiment

[0080] In this exemplary embodiment, the information
to be transmitted from the Source HNB 100 to the Target
HNB 103 may include MDT (Minimization of Drive Tests,
Non Patent Literature 8), information about the occur-
rence of a radio link failure (Non Patent Literature 7), UE
history information (Non Patent Literature 9), location in-
formation (Non Patent Literature 1), information about a
Source HNB-GW, information about a Source SGSN and
a Source MSC, information about IP-PBX, information
about a local GW, local server information (for LIPA, SIP-
TO), PLMN information, and in-house GW information.

Tenth Exemplary Embodiment

[0081] In this exemplary embodiment, the processing
that is performed during a handover between HNBs may
also be performed during a handover from the HNB to a
Wi-Fi® (wireless LAN) device, such as Access Point for
wireless LAN, WLC (Wireless LAN Control), MAG (Mo-
bility Access Gateway), or WAG (Wi-Fi Access Gate-
way). The processing of the communication system 1000
is similar to that of the ninth exemplary embodiment.

Eleventh Exemplary Embodiment

[0082] The processing of the communication system
1000 is similar to that of the first exemplary embodiment.
In this exemplary embodiment, the same processing as
that of the first exemplary embodiment may be performed
in any protocol other than RNSAP and RNA protocols.

Twelfth Exemplary Embodiment

[0083] The configuration of the communication system
1000 is similar to that of the first exemplary embodiment.
In this exemplary embodiment, when the Target HNB
transmits an HNBAP Relocation Complete message to
the HNB-GW in step 7 shown in Fig. 14, the RAB List in
which RAB ID, Old Transport Info, and New Transport
Info are added as shown in Fig. 12 may be transmitted.

Explanation of Advantageous Effects

[0084] The third, fourth, fifth, eleventh, and twelfth ex-

emplary embodiments provide the same advantageous
effects as those of the first exemplary embodiment. The
sixth and seventh exemplary embodiments provide the
same advantageous effects as those of the second ex-
emplary embodiment. The eighth exemplary embodi-
ment provides the same advantageous effects as those
of the first and second exemplary embodiments.
[0085] The ninth exemplary embodiment has an ad-
vantageous effect that the Source HNB can properly
hand over communication log information, network infor-
mation, wireless information, and positional information
to the Target HNB, thereby making it possible to perform
a handover successfully and continue the communica-
tion.
[0086] The tenth exemplary embodiment has an ad-
vantageous effect that it is possible to properly hand over
communication log information, network information,
wireless information, and positional information also in a
handover from the HNB to a Wi-Fi device, thereby making
it possible to perform the handover successfully and con-
tinue the communication.

Other Exemplary Embodiments

[0087] The method for controlling the HNBs described
above may be implemented using a semiconductor
processing device including an ASIC (Application Spe-
cific Integrated Circuit). Further, the processes may be
implemented by causing a computer system including at
least one processor (e.g. a microprocessor, MPU, or DSP
(Digital Signal Processor)) to execute a program. Spe-
cifically, one or more programs including an instruction
set for causing the computer system to execute an algo-
rithm for the transmission signal processing or reception
signal processing may be created and the created pro-
grams may be provided to a computer.
[0088] These programs can be stored and provided to
a computer using any type of non-transitory computer
readable media. Non-transitory computer readable me-
dia include any type of tangible storage media.
[0089] Examples of non-transitory computer readable
media include magnetic storage media (such as floppy
disks, magnetic tapes, hard disk drives, etc.), optical
magnetic storage media (e.g. magneto-optical disks),
CD-ROM (Read Only Memory), CD-R, CD-R/W, and
semiconductor memories (such as mask ROM, PROM
(Programmable ROM), EPROM (Erasable PROM), flash
ROM, RAM (random access memory), etc.).
[0090] The programs may be provided to a computer
using any type of transitory computer readable media.
Examples of transitory computer readable media include
electric signals, optical signals, and electromagnetic
waves. Transitory computer readable media can provide
the programs to a computer via a wired communication
line, such as electric wires and optical fibers, or a wireless
communication line.
[0091] Note that the present invention is not limited to
the above exemplary embodiments, and can be modified
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as appropriate without departing from the scope of the
invention.
[0092] The above exemplary embodiments are merely
examples of the application of the technical idea obtained
by the present inventor. That is, the technical idea is not
limited only to the above exemplary embodiments, but
can be modified in various ways.
[0093] For example, the whole or part of the exemplary
embodiments disclosed above can be described as, but
not limited to, the following supplementary notes.

(Supplementary note 1)

[0094] A communication system comprising:

a terminal;
a first base station to which the terminal is connected
before movement;
a second base station to which the terminal is con-
nected after movement; and
a gateway device that connects the first base station
and the second base station to an upper network so
that they are able to communicate with each other,
wherein
the first base station transmits, to the second base
station, a first signal to request the second base sta-
tion to start a handover, the first signal including
transport information which has been used for down-
link data transmission by the gateway device and
the first base station communicating with the gate-
way device during a handover of the terminal,
the second base station receives the first signal and
transmits, to the gateway device, a second signal to
request the gateway device to update the transport
information, the second signal including the trans-
port information, and
the gateway device receives the second signal and
hands over the transport information of the first base
station to a communication with the second base sta-
tion.

(Supplementary note 2)

[0095] The communication system according to Sup-
plementary note 1, wherein the second base station
transmits, to the gateway device, the second signal in-
cluding configuration information to disable setting of the
transport information.

(Supplementary note 3)

[0096] The communication system according to Sup-
plementary note 1 or 2, wherein the first base station
transmits the first signal to the second base station via
the gateway device.

(Supplementary note 4)

[0097] A base station comprising transmission means
for transmitting, when a handover occurs during commu-
nication with a terminal, a first signal to a second base
station, the first signal requesting the second base station
to start the handover and including transport information
which has been used for downlink data transmission by
the transmission means and a gateway device.

(Supplementary note 5)

[0098] The base station according to Supplementary
note 4, wherein the transmission means transmits the
first signal to the second base station via the gateway
device.

(Supplementary note 6)

[0099] A base station comprising:

reception mean for receiving, when a handover of a
terminal communicating with a first base station oc-
curs, a first signal for requesting to start the hando-
ver, the first signal including transport information
which has been used for downlink data transmission
by the first base station and a gateway device; and
transmission means for transmitting, to the gateway
device, a second signal to request the gateway de-
vice to update the transport information, the second
signal including the transport information.

(Supplementary note 7)

[0100] The base station according to Supplementary
note 6, wherein the transmission means transmits, to the
gateway device, the second signal including configura-
tion information to disable setting of the transport infor-
mation.

(Supplementary note 8)

[0101] The base station according to Supplementary
note 6 or 7, wherein the reception means receives the
first signal via the gateway device.

(Supplementary note 9)

[0102] A gateway device comprising:

reception means for receiving, when a handover of
a terminal communicating with a first base station
occurs, a second signal for requesting to update
transport information, the second signal being trans-
mitted from a second base station and including the
transport information which has been used for down-
link data transmission by the first base station and
the gateway device; and
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handover means for handing over the transport in-
formation to a communication with the second base
station.

(Supplementary note 10)

[0103] The gateway device according to Supplemen-
tary note 9, wherein the reception means receives the
second signal including configuration information to dis-
able setting of the transport information, the second sig-
nal being transmitted from the second base station.

(Supplementary note 11)

[0104] The gateway device according to Supplemen-
tary note 9 or 10, further comprising transmission means
for transmitting, to the second base station, a first signal
including the transport information received by the recep-
tion means from the first base station.

(Supplementary note 12)

[0105] A method for controlling a base station, com-
prising:

transmitting, when a handover occurs during com-
munication with a terminal, a first signal to a second
base station, the first signal requesting the second
base station to start the handover and including
transport information which has been used for down-
link data transmission by the base station and a gate-
way device, the base station and the gateway device
being connected to an upper network so that they
are able to communicate with each other.

(Supplementary note 13)

[0106] The method for controlling a base station ac-
cording to Supplementary note 12, wherein the first signal
is transmitted to the second base station via the gateway
device.

(Supplementary note 14)

[0107] A method for controlling a base station, com-
prising:

receiving, when a handover of a terminal communi-
cating with a first base station occurs, a first signal
for requesting to start the handover, the first signal
including transport information which has been used
for downlink data transmission by the first base sta-
tion and a gateway device; and
transmitting, to the gateway device, a second signal
to request the gateway device to update the transport
information, the second signal including the trans-
port information.

(Supplementary note 15)

[0108] The method for controlling a base station ac-
cording to Supplementary note 14, wherein the second
signal including configuration information to disable set-
ting of the transport information is transmitted to the gate-
way device.

(Supplementary note 16)

[0109] The method for controlling a base station ac-
cording to Supplementary note 14 or 15, wherein the first
signal is received via the gateway device.

(Supplementary note 17)

[0110] A method for controlling a gateway device, com-
prising:

receiving, when a handover of a terminal communi-
cating with a first base station occurs, a second sig-
nal for requesting to update transport information,
the second signal being transmitted from a second
base station and including the transport information
which has been used for downlink data transmission
by the first base station and the gateway device; and
handing over the transport information to a commu-
nication with the second base station.

(Supplementary note 18)

[0111] The method for controlling a gateway device
according to Supplementary note 17, wherein the second
signal including configuration information to disable set-
ting of the transport information is received from the sec-
ond base station.

(Supplementary note 19)

[0112] The method for controlling a gateway device
according to Supplementary note 17 or 18, wherein the
first signal including the transport information received
from the first base station is transmitted to the second
base station.

(Supplementary note 20)

[0113] A non-transitory computer readable medium for
causing a computer to execute a method for controlling
a base station, the method comprising: transmitting,
when a handover occurs during communication with a
terminal, a first signal to a second base station, the first
signal requesting the second base station to start the
handover and including transport information which has
been used for downlink data transmission by the base
station and a gateway device, the base station and the
gateway device being connected to an upper network so
that they are able to communicate with each other.
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(Supplementary note 21)

[0114] The non-transitory computer readable medium
for causing a computer to execute the method for con-
trolling a base station according to Supplementary note
20, wherein the first signal is transmitted to the second
base station via the gateway device.

(Supplementary note 22)

[0115] A non-transitory computer readable medium for
causing a computer to execute a method for controlling
a base station, the method comprising:

receiving, when a handover of a terminal communi-
cating with a first base station occurs, a first signal
for requesting to start the handover, the first signal
including transport information which has been used
for downlink data transmission by the first base sta-
tion and a gateway device; and
transmitting, to the gateway device, a second signal
to request the gateway device to update the transport
information, the second signal including the trans-
port information.

(Supplementary note 23)

[0116] The non-transitory computer readable medium
for causing a computer to execute the method for con-
trolling a base station according to Supplementary note
22, wherein the second signal including configuration in-
formation to disable setting of the transport information
is transmitted to the gateway device.

(Supplementary note 24)

[0117] The non-transitory computer readable medium
for causing a computer to execute the method for con-
trolling a base station according to Supplementary note
22 or 23, wherein the first signal is received via the gate-
way device.

(Supplementary note 25)

[0118] A non-transitory computer readable medium for
causing a computer to execute a method for controlling
a gateway device, the method comprising:

receiving, when a handover of a terminal communi-
cating with a first base station occurs, a second sig-
nal for requesting to update transport information,
the second signal being transmitted from a second
base station and including the transport information
which has been used for downlink data transmission
by the first base station and the gateway device; and
handing over the transport information to a commu-
nication with the second base station.

(Supplementary note 26)

[0119] The non-transitory computer readable medium
for causing a computer to execute the method for con-
trolling a gateway device according to Supplementary
note 25, wherein the second signal including configura-
tion information to disable setting of the transport infor-
mation is received from the second base station.

(Supplementary note 27)

[0120] The non-transitory computer readable medium
for causing a computer to execute the method for con-
trolling a gateway device according to Supplementary
note 25 or 26, wherein when the first signal including the
transport information is received from the first base sta-
tion, the first signal is transmitted to the second base
station.
[0121] While the present invention has been described
above with reference to exemplary embodiments, the
present invention is not limited to the above exemplary
embodiments. The configuration and details of the
present invention can be modified in various ways which
can be understood by those skilled in the art within the
scope of the invention.
[0122] This application is based upon and claims the
benefit of priority from Japanese patent application No.
2013-122895, filed on June 11, 2013, the disclosure of
which is incorporated herein in its entirety by reference.

Reference Signs List

[0123]

100 HNB
101 CELL
102 CELL
103 HNB
104 TERMINAL
105 HNB-GW
106 Iurh Interface
200 RADIO COMMUNICATION PROCESSING

MEANS
201 INTER-HNB MESSAGE PROCESSING

MEANS
202 HNB-GW COMMUNICATION MEANS
203 DATABASE MEANS
300 HANDOVER MEANS
301 HNB COMMUNICATION MEANS
302 DATABASE MEANS
1000 COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Claims

1. A communication system comprising:

a terminal;
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a first base station to which the terminal is con-
nected before movement;
a second base station to which the terminal is
connected after movement; and
a gateway device that connects the first base
station and the second base station to an upper
network so that they are able to communicate
with each other, wherein
the first base station transmits, to the second
base station, a first signal to request the second
base station to start a handover, the first signal
including transport information which has been
used for data downlink data transmission by the
gateway device and the first base station com-
municating with the gateway device during a
handover of the terminal,
the second base station receives the first signal
and transmits, to the gateway device, a second
signal to request the gateway device to update
the transport information, the second signal in-
cluding the transport information, and
the gateway device receives the second signal
and hands over the transport information of the
first base station to a communication with the
second base station.

2. The communication system according to Claim 1,
wherein the second base station transmits, to the
gateway device, the second signal including config-
uration information to disable setting of the transport
information.

3. The communication system according to Claim 1 or
2,
wherein the first base station transmits the first signal
to the second base station via the gateway device.

4. A base station comprising:

transmission means for transmitting, when a
handover occurs during communication with a
terminal, a first signal to a second base station,
the first signal requesting the second base sta-
tion to start the handover and including transport
information which has been used for downlink
data transmission by the base station and the
gateway device.

5. A base station comprising:

reception means for receiving, when a handover
of a terminal communicating with a first base
station occurs, a first signal for requesting to
start the handover, the first signal including
transport information which has been used for
downlink data transmission by the first base sta-
tion and a gateway device; and
transmission means for transmitting, to the gate-

way device, a second signal to request the gate-
way device to update the transport information,
the second signal including the transport infor-
mation.

6. The base station according to Claim 5, wherein the
transmission means transmits, to the gateway de-
vice, a second signal including configuration infor-
mation to disable setting of the transport information.

7. A gateway device comprising:

reception means for receiving, when a handover
of a terminal communicating with a first base
station occurs, a second signal for requesting to
update transport information, the second signal
being transmitted from a second base station
and including the transport information which
has been used for downlink data transmission
by the first base station and the gateway device;
and
handover means for handing over the transport
information to a communication with the second
base station.

8. The gateway device according to Claim 7, wherein
the reception means receives the second signal in-
cluding configuration information to disable setting
of the transport information, the second signal being
transmitted from the second base station.

9. A method for controlling a base station, comprising:

receiving, when a handover of a terminal com-
munication with a first base station occurs, a first
signal for requesting to start the handover, the
first signal including transport information which
has been used for downlink data transmission
by the first base station and a gateway device;
and
transmitting, to the gateway device, a second
signal to request the gateway device to update
the transport information, the second signal in-
cluding the transport information.

10. A method for controlling a gateway device, compris-
ing:

receiving, when a handover of a terminal com-
municating with a first base station occurs, a
second signal for requesting to update transport
information, the second signal being transmitted
from a second base station and including the
transport information which has been used for
downlink data transmission by the first base sta-
tion and the gateway device; and
handing over the transport information to a com-
munication with the second base station.
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